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A(I) legal perspective
Good questions in search of answers

Perspectives on how AI challenges the interlinked areas of law and ethics

Who is liable?
Liability rules are challenged by 'black box' issues and by a complex set of input by different actors

How do we protect democracy?
Profiling can be used and misused to nudge and influence our basis of decision

Is privacy an illusion?
Privacy is constantly challenged in a digitalised world and dilemmas between privacy and security arise. Big data and AI also effect privacy

Some issues to explore:
1. Where are the legal gaps related to AI?
2. How can we regulate AI and ethical dilemmas?
3. What role can AI standards and ethical principles play?
4. How do we regulate a global phenomenon that challenges values such as democracy that are different in different countries?

Ethics by design
- Respect for human autonomy
- Prevention of harm
- Fairness
- Explainability

Ethical principles and AI best practice needs to be explored to create ethics by design

Ethics on code
With AI, Ethics on code is a reality, and ethical dilemmas previously not solved have to be dealt with

Please contact Ass. Prof. PhD Marie Jøll Sørensen, Department of law, AAU for interdisciplinary collaboration